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1 Introduction and motivation

Many current websites have comment systems that allow users to rate other users’ comments with
positive ("I like the comment") and negative ratings (I don’t like this comment). Depending on each
website the effect of these ratings vary from hiding a comment that achieves many negative ratings to
simply show a summary of likes/dislikes per comment. Fig 1 summarizes how our system would ideally
work:

Figure 1. Overview of our goal

The questions that we are trying to address in this project are:

• Is it possible to group users by like/dislike comment preferences in order to make each group
benefit from what one or more users of each group say about different comments?
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• Is it possible to use that information to accurately predict wether a comment with no ratings from
the group will be liked or disliked by the group?

• What kind of comment features are more effective to group users based on their preferences on a
set of comments?

• What is the impact of the number of groups on the accuracy of such a system?

• Does hiding comments from trees of discussions subthreads within a thread affect the conversation
enough to make it unusable?

1.1 Applications

Popular forums and news sites generate a lot of comments. Users may be interested in some threads but
if the number of comments is too high they may choose not to read those threads at all because there
are too many comments and their time is limited. But if we limit the amount of comments shown to
them so that they see the comments that they more likely are going to enjoy and we hide the ones that
they won’t they will be more likely to join conversations and participate.

As a collateral application if we know that a set of comments are not liked by any group of users
we may very well assume that they are spam and hide them from everybody’s views of topics. It may be
the case that those comments are not actually spam but a controversial point of view that nobody adheres
to but this does not violate the main reason to implant such a system which is to reduce information
overload. Assuming that they are spam comments if they share features between all of them that the
system can detect it would allow users to initially train their groups’ classifiers to mark spam comments
as non-interesting and future comments would automatically be hidden for them reducing the amount
of work necessary to keep the forums spam-free. This feature could render manual forum moderation
unnecessary saving a lot of time and money.

1.2 Existing work

A lot of work has been done on collaborative recommender systems but we couldn’t find work about
personalized views of comments based on ratings. As far as we know our approach is novel.

Comments are different from news or websites in that they usually are posted with a much higher
frequency, they usually have fewer words than news or blog posts, they are less well-written and they
frequently quote other comments. In addition on the movies or books scenario it is not unfeasible to
have hundreds of users rating items but on forums hundreds of new comments are posted daily, their
lifespan is generally very short and their probability of being rated is not high data therefore available
data is very sparse, this may indicate why there has not been work on this topic.

Fig 2 shows some existing comment systems. All of those who make some kind of filtering of them are
based on what the majority of the people think about a comment. For example, in slashdot.org if a
comment receives several positive ratings from different users its score will be high and it will appear
visible to all users. On the other hand if a comment’s score is not high enough it will initially appear
collapsed. If a user wants to read all the comments he would have to select that option on a dropdown
control to change the comments view’s score threshold. This highlighting of prominent comments is
generally useful but many comments are answers to other comments that may not appear visible and
this makes following conversations difficult. Youtube.com allows people to "thumbs up" or "thumbs
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Figure 2. Sample comment navigation systems.

down" comments. It will then show the comments with the most thumbs up highlighted at the beginning
of the comments section and then it will show the rest of the comments. The third example shown here
is from digg.com which also uses a thumbs up / thumbs down approach. It then allows the reader to
order comments by criteria such as most "thumbed up" comments and most controversial.

2 The dataset

We used our own dataset composed of 183,374 comments from 3598 different users which have 252,900
from 950 users. That gives an average of 1.41 ratings per comment. The ratings and comments come
from a popular Spanish online gaming website[3]. In that system ratings given to comments can be
positive, negative and neutral. Ratings of type neutral are frequently used when a user sees that ratings
of other users on a comment are different than what he thinks of the comment. As in the previous
examples our forum shows the label that the majority of users think that the comment deserves.

The purpose of the system that we would like to build is to promote comments that a user will
like and to hide comments that a user will dislike before they see those comments. We will measure our
success by training our system on a subset of the comments’ ratings and measuring misclassification
error on the remaining comments’ ratings. We will use 10-fold cross validation to take into account
training bias.

Fig 3 shows the proportion of each kind of rating. As can be seen the number of neutral ratings
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is an order of magnitude smaller than the number of positive and negative ratings. Figs 4, 5, 6 and 7
show how many ratings did the top 100 raters create. Zipf’s Law can clearly be seen in action.

Figure 3. Total number of ratings per type.

Figure 4. Comments rated per user.

3 First approach

Our first approach consisted on trying to cluster users by the similarity between them. Two users would
be similar if they rated the same comments the same way. After finding the clusters of users we would
then try train several kinds of classifiers like NAIVEBAYES on the comment words’ frequencies, SVM and
DECISION TREES among others and see which kind of classifier performs the best. And finally, once we
have per-cluster classifiers we would use them to hid or show comments to users of each cluster when
the visit pages.

3.1 Results

In order to cluster users by their similarity we used Direct Discriminative Pattern Mining (DDPMINE)[1].
DDPMINE is an efficient frequent pattern mining algorithm. Frequent pattern mining algorithms try
to find clusters of items with similar features that frequently appear together. In our scenario each
user has 3 sets of patterns (transactions in terms of [1]): one for the comments that they have rated
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Figure 5. Comments rated positive per user.

Figure 6. Comments rated negative per user.

as positive, another for comments rated as negative and a third one for the comments that they rated
as normal. The objective of the frequent pattern mining is, in this case, to find users who share a big
number of comments rated in the same way. The parameters that control DDPMINE are the following:
minSupport: frequent patterns whose frequency in the dataset is smaller than minSuppor t will be
discarded, minCoverage: the number of times that a transaction has to be matched by a feature before
removing the transaction from the pool of transactions over which new features (clusters) are searched.

After implementing DDPMINE we run it over our dataset with two minSupport settings: 10 and 15 and
with δ (minCoverage)= 1. We tried running it with minSuppor t = 5 but we ran into out of memory
problems.

From these results we can see that the data is too sparse for this approach. Both with minSuppor t =
10 and minSuppor t = 15 no cluster has more than one comment that makes the users in that cluster
similar. We did not aggressively pursue a smaller minSupport with different algorithms or trying to
optimize DDPMINE because our objective was to come up with a few big clusters that would cover most
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Figure 7. Comments rated neutral per user

minSuppor t Frequent patterns found Average comments per cluster
10 13 1
15 6 1

Table 1. Clusters found with DDPMine.

of the users preferences.

4 Second approach

After the negative results of the first approach we took a different path. We decided to build per-user
models to get an idea of how difficult the task of predicting the rating of a comment is. The reasoning
was that once we had found accurate models we would be able to better understand how to merge them
into a smaller number of models for efficiency reasons.

In our evaluations for this second approach we decided to discard neutral ratings because they severely
affected the performance of the probabilistic classifiers that we first tried.

4.1 Models

We tried two classes of classifiers: probabilistic classifiers based on term frequency and decision trees
based on features of the comments.

4.1.1 Probabilistic approach

The first probabilistic model that we implemented was based on term frequency of the words appearing
in a comment. The assumption was that people would rate a comment negative if it contained some
words that they found personally offensive and rate positive comments that did not contain those words.
The probability of a comment C being rated positive by user would then be:
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P(r =+|C) =
∑

w∈C

logP(r =+|w)

After this initial model we added a second one that included the idea of Inverse Document Frequency
that reduces how much weight a word carries if it is likely to appear in many comments:

P(r =+|C) =
∑

w∈C

logP(r =+|w)
P(w|C)

4.1.2 Decision Trees

The second kind of classifiers that we tried were decision trees. More specifically we used the I D3
algorithm[2]. The features that we made available to the decision trees are shown in Table 2

Author author of the comment
Forum forum on which the comment was posted
C D average class of rating of comments from this user that have

been rated by other users. If user has cd=positive it means
that the majority of ratings that his comments have received is
positive

RCB did the rater comment before on the same thread?
CCBF did the comment’s author comment before on the same thread?

Table 2. List of all the different available features to the Decision Trees.

4.2 Results

Fig 8 shows the average error committed by each classifier. The meaning of each acronym in Fig 8 is
shown in Table 3. As we can see from the plot the probabilistic approaches do not seem to work very
well. Our assumption that people rate comments negative if they contain swearwords does not seem
to be supported by our findings. However performance of the decision trees surprised us. Decision
trees based on single features like who is the author of the comment being rated performed rather well.
Compared to the very poor performance of the probabilistic models that look into the actual words being
used this seems to suggest that people are not rating comments but people. Other decision trees that
performed well are the one based on the average rating that a user receives for its comments and the
one that took into account which forum a comment is being posted on. The only decision tree model
with more than a single feature available to them that performed as well the single ones was mix4 which
considers the forum of the topic on which a comment is being posted and the author of the comment.
On the rest of the mixed decision tree models having more features seemed to reduce the accuracy of
the resulting models. Some models do not have all the data points because the time it took to run them
was prohibitively high and we had some hard time constraints to finish our experiments.

5 Summary and future directions

Although we did not achieve near below 20% error rate results look promising. We have identified the
following areas to continue our research:
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Figure 8. Average error by the different per-user classifiers.

5.1 Continue exploring the feature space

We have identified more than 20 features that could be having an impact on the rating of a comment
like comment refers to previous comments, comment includes images, comment includes links and rater
of a comment is friend of the commenter.

5.2 Neutral ratings

Because of the order of magnitude of difference of neutral comments we did not include them but there
is still a sizable amount of them. Besides that most of the comments that are not rated probably are not
rated precisely because they are normal. We are still thinking about of the best way to incorporate both
implicit and explicit neutral ratings.
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Acronym Meaning
prob Global probabilistic classifier (all the users use the same probabilities)
prob_id f Global probabilistic classifier with IDF.
prob_pu Same as prob but a classifier was build for each user.
author per-user decision tree that uses Author feature.
f orum per-user decision tree that uses Forum feature.
ccb f per-user decision tree that uses CCBF feature.
rcb per-user decision tree that uses RCB feature.
cd per-user decision tree that uses C D feature.
mix1 per-user decision tree that uses Author and C D features.
mix2 per-user decision tree that uses Author, Forum and C D features.
mix3 per-user decision tree that uses Forum and C D features.
mix4 per-user decision tree that uses Author and Forum features.

Table 3. Acronyms used in Fig 8

5.3 Augmenting the dataset with virtual ratings

Along the lines of the previous idea we are studying how to augment the dataset with implicit ratings.
The assumption is that if a user frequently rates comments and sees a rated comment and he does not
rate it that means that he agrees with the overall rating at that time and an artificial rating could be
generated to feed the system more information.

5.4 Probabilistic models based on TF should be useful for some users

We still believe that word frequencies may be a very good heuristic for some subset of users who do rate
based on the content of the comment. We are considering splitting the users based on the accuracy of
the probabilistic classifiers and implementing a mixture model to better handle words that don’t have a
negative or positive rating connotation.

5.5 Analyze impact of classifier only on one kind of rating at a time

Measuring effectiveness of each classifier on a different kind of rating at a time (positive, negative)
could shed some light. Perhaps users who rate comments negatively they do so because they do not like
the author but when they rate comments positively it is because they like the comment, not the author.
More work in this area should be done because the problem we had with people rating other people
instead of their comments is not completely new. Facebook and Yahoo among others allows users to
"Like" contents but not to "Dislike" them because they encountered the same "disliking a user" problem.
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